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in this tutorial…

how to represent content

to improve information access and build a 

new generation of services for 
user modeling and 

recommender systems? 
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Serendipity in Recommender Systems
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physiologically 

impossible 

to follow the information flow 

in real time
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source: Adrian C.Ott,

The 24-hour customer, 

HarperCollins, 2010

we can handle 

126 bits of 

information/second

we deal with 

393 bits of 

information/second

ratio: more than 3x



Information overload
Appeared for the first time in 1964 in «The Managing of Organizations» 

by Bertram Gross, popularized by Alvin Toffler in his best-seller             

«Future Shock» (1970)

By Vern Evans - Flickr: Alvin Toffler 02, CC BY-SA 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=12728920
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Information overload

“It is not 

information 

overload.

It is filter failure”

Clay Shirky

talk @Web2.0 Expo

Sept 16-19, 2008



Challenge

To effectively cope with 

information overload 

& bounded rationality 

we need to filter the information flow

We need technologies and algorithms for 
intelligent information access

… and we already have some evidence!



Intelligent Information Access

Information Retrieval (Search Engines)

success stories



Intelligent Information Access

Information Filtering (Recommender Systems)

success stories
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Search engines need content

Why do we need content?

Trivial: search engines can’t work without content



Why do we need content?

Recommender Systems: not trivial!



Why do we need content?

Recommender Systems can work without content



Why do we need content?

Several Recommender Systems 

perfectly work using no content!

Collaborative Filtering (CF), Matrix 

Factorization (MF) and Tensor

Factorization (TF) are state-of-the-

art techniques for implementing

Recommender Systems

ACM RecSys 2009 paper

by Netflix Challenge winners



Why do we need content?

Content can tackle some issues of Collaborative Filtering



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: sparsity



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: new item problem



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: lack of transparency!



Why do we need content?

Collaborative Filtering issues: poor explanations!

Who knows the «Customers Who Bought This Item …»?

Information Asymmetry



Why do we need content?

 Content-based RecSys suggest items whose scores are high when 
matched against the user profile

 the user is recommended items similar to those already liked in the 
past

 No straight method for finding something unexpected  Overspecialization

[McNee06] S.M. McNee, J. Riedl, and J. Konstan. Accurate is not always good: How accuracy metrics have hurt 

recommender systems. In Extended Abstracts of the 2006 ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, 

pages 1-5, Canada, 2006.

27

accurate but obvious

not useful

Obviousness of recommendations!

27



Recap #1

Why do we need content?

 In general: to extend and improve user modeling

 To exploit the information spread on social media

 To overcome typical issues of collaborative filtering

and matrix factorization

 Because search engines can’t simply work without

content 
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Why do we need semantics?

Deep Rationality requires a deep comprehension of the 

information conveyed by textual content. To achieve that goal 

it is crucial to improve the quality of user profiles and the 

effectiveness of intelligent information access platforms.



Basics: Content-based RecSys (CBRS)

Suggest items similar to those the 

user liked in the past 

Recommendations generated by matching 

the description of items with the 

profile of the user’s interests

use of specific features

[Lops11] P. Lops, M. de Gemmis, and G. Semeraro. Content-based recommender systems: State of the art and trends. In 

F. Ricci, L. Rokach, B. Shapira, and P. B. Kantor (Eds.), Recommender Systems Handbook, Springer, 73–105, 2011.

[Pazzani07] Pazzani, M. J., & Billsus, D. Content-Based Recommendation Systems. The Adaptive Web. Lecture 

Notes in Computer Science vol. 4321, 325-341, 2007.



Basics: Content-based RecSys (CBRS)

user profile items

Recommendations

are generated by 

matching the 

features stored in 

the user profile with 

those describing the 

items to be 

recommended.



Basics: Content-based RecSys (CBRS)

user profile items

Recommendations

are generated by 

matching the 

features stored in 

the user profile with 

those describing the 

items to be 

recommended.

X



Lack of Semantics in User Models

“I love turkey. It’s my choice 

for these #holidays!

Social Media can be helpful to avoid cold start



Lack of Semantics in User Models

“I love turkey. It’s my choice 

for these #holidays!

..but pure content-based representations 

can’t handle polysemy



Lack of Semantics in User Models

“I love turkey. It’s my choice 

for these #holidays!

Pure content-based representations can easily drive a 
recommender system towards failures!

?



Lack of Semantics in Social Media Analysis

?

What are people worried about?

Are they worried about the eagle 

or about the city of L’Aquila?



Lack of Semantics in User Models

AI is a branch of 

computer science

doc1

the 2011 

International Joint 

Conference on 

Artificial

Intelligence will 

be held in Spain

doc2

apple launches a 

new product…

doc3

multi-word concepts

…is not only about

artificial 0.11

intelligence 0.12

apple 0.20

AI 0.18

…

?

Book recommendation

USER PROFILE



AI is a branch of 

computer science

doc1

the 2011 

International Joint 

Conference on 

Artificial

Intelligence will 

be held in Spain

doc2

apple launches a 

new product…

doc3

artificial 0.11

intelligence 0.12

apple 0.20

AI 0.18

…

USER PROFILE

synonymy

Lack of Semantics in User Models

…is not only about polysemy

?

Book recommendation

Most of the preferences regard AI, 

but «apple» is the most relevant

feature in the profile due to 

synonymy



italian

english

Lack of Semantics in CBRS



Lack of Semantics in CBRS

user profile items

Italian-language

news about

basketball

English-language 

news about

basketball



Lack of Semantics in CBRS

user profile items

Italian-language

news about

basketball

English-language 

news about

basketball

It is likely that the 

algorithm is not able

to suggest a 

(relevant) English 

news since there

exist no overlaps

between the 

features!

X
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Recap #2

 In general: to improve

content representation in 

intelligent information access

platforms

 To avoid typical issues of 

natural language 

representations (polysemy, 

synonymy, multi-word 

concepts, etc.)

 To model user preferences

in an effective way

 To better understand the 

information spread on social 

media

 To provide multilingual

recommendations

Why do we need semantics?

Because language is

inherently ambiguous

[deG15] M. de Gemmis, P. Lops, C. Musto, F. Narducci and G. 

Semeraro. Semantics-aware content-based recommender systems. 

In F. Ricci, L. Rokach, and B. Shapira (Eds.), Recommender Systems 

Handbook, 2
nd

Ed., Springer, 119–159, 2015.
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Information Retrieval and Filtering
Two sides of the same coin (Belkin&Croft,1992)

Information 

Retrieval

information need expressed 

through a query
goal: retrieve information which 

might be relevant to a 

user 

Information

Filtering 
information need expressed 

through a 

user profile
goal: expose users to only the 

information that is 

relevant to them, 

according to personal profiles

[Belkin&Croft, 1992] Belkin, Nicholas J., and W. Bruce Croft. 

"Information filtering and information retrieval: Two sides of the same 

coin?." Communications of the ACM 35.12 (1992): 29-38.

It’s all about searching!



Search (and Content-based Recommendation) 

is not so simple as it might seem

Meno: and how will you enquire, Socrates, into that

which you do not know? What will you put forth

as the subject of enquiry? And if you find what

you want, how will you know that this is the

thing you did not know?

Socrates: I know, Meno, what you mean; but just

see what a tiresome dispute you are introducing.
You argue that a man cannot search either

for what he knows or for what he does not

know; if he knows it, there is no need to search;

and if not, he cannot; he does not know the very

subject about which he is to search.

Plato Meno 80d-81a

http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/1643

4

Meno’s Paradox of Inquiry: 



Meno’s question at our times: 
the “vocabulary mismatch” problem (revisited)

How to discover the concepts that connect us to the 

the information we are seeking (search task) or we want 

to be exposed to (recommendation and user modeling 

tasks) ?

5



Meno’s question at our times: 
the “vocabulary mismatch” problem (revisited)

How to discover the concepts that connect us to the 

the information we are seeking (search task) or we want 

to be exposed to (recommendation and user modeling 

tasks) ?

6

We need some «intelligent» support

(as intelligent information access

technologies)
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We need to better understand

and represent the content

We need some «intelligent» support

(as intelligent information access

technologies)



Meno’s question at our times: 
the “vocabulary mismatch” problem (revisited)

How to discover the concepts that connect us to the 

the information we are seeking (search task) or we want 

to be exposed to (recommendation and user modeling 

tasks) ?

8

We need to better understand

and represent the content

We need some «intelligent» support

(as intelligent information access

technologies)



…before semantics

some basics

of Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
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Scenario

Pasquale really loves the movie «The Matrix», and he asks a content-based

recommender system for some suggestions.

How can we feed the algorithm with some textual features related to the movie 

to build a (content-based) profile and provide recommendations?

?

Question

Recommendation

Engine



Scenario

(Wikipedia page)

the plot can be a rich source of content-based features



Scenario

(Wikipedia page)

…but we need to properly process it through a pipeline of 

Natural Language Processing techniques

the plot can be a rich source of content-based features



Basic NLP operations

✓normalization strip unwanted characters/markup (e.g. 

HTML/XML tags, punctuation, numbers, etc.)

✓tokenization break text into tokens

✓stopword removal exclude common words having 

little semantic content  

✓lemmatization reduce inflectional/variant forms to base 

form (lemma in the dictionary), e.g. am, are, is  be

✓stemming reduce terms to their “roots”, e.g. automate(s), 

automatic, automation all reduced to automat

vocabulary



Example

The Matrix is a 1999 American-Australian neo-noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis, starring Keanu Reeves, Laurence

Fishburne, Carrie-Anne Moss, Hugo Weaving, and Joe

Pantoliano. It depicts a dystopian future in which reality

as perceived by most humans is actually a simulated

reality called "the Matrix", created by sentient machines

to subdue the human population, while their bodies' heat

and electrical activity are used as an energy source.

Computer programmer "Neo" learns this truth and is

drawn into a rebellion against the machines, which

involves other people who have been freed from the

"dream world".
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The Matrix is a 1999 American-Australian neo-noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis, starring Keanu Reeves, Laurence

Fishburne, Carrie-Anne Moss, Hugo Weaving, and Joe

Pantoliano. It depicts a dystopian future in which reality

as perceived by most humans is actually a simulated

reality called "the Matrix", created by sentient machines

to subdue the human population, while their bodies' heat

and electrical activity are used as an energy source.

Computer programmer "Neo" learns this truth and is

drawn into a rebellion against the machines, which

involves other people who have been freed from the

"dream world".

Example

normalization



Example

The Matrix is a 1999 American Australian neo noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis starring Keanu Reeves Laurence Fishburne

Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano It

depicts a dystopian future in which reality as perceived

by most humans is actually a simulated reality called the

Matrix created by sentient machines to subdue the

human population while their bodies heat and electrical

activity are used as an energy source Computer

programmer Neo learns this truth and is drawn into a

rebellion against the machines which involves other

people who have been freed from the dream world

tokenization



Tokenization issues

compound words

o science-fiction: break up hyphenated sequence?  

o Keanu Reeves: one token or two?  How do you decide it is one 

token?

numbers and dates

o 3/20/91 Mar. 20, 1991 20/3/91

o 55 B.C.

o (800) 234-2333



Tokenization issues

language issues

o German noun compounds not segmented

Lebensversicherungsgesellschaftsangestellter means 

life insurance company employee

o Chinese and Japanese have no spaces between words (not always 

guaranteed a unique tokenization)

莎拉波娃现在居住在美国东南部的佛罗里达

o Arabic (or Hebrew) is basically written right to left, but with certain items like 

numbers written left to right

Algeria achieved its independence in 1962 after 132 years of French 

occupation
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science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis starring Keanu Reeves Laurence Fishburne

Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano It

depicts a dystopian future in which reality as perceived

by most humans is actually a simulated reality called the

Matrix created by sentient machines to subdue the

human population while their bodies heat and electrical

activity are used as an energy source Computer

programmer Neo learns this truth and is drawn into a

rebellion against the machines which involves other

people who have been freed from the dream world
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Example

The Matrix is a 1999 American Australian neo noir

science fiction action film written and directed by the

Wachowskis starring Keanu Reeves Laurence Fishburne

Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving and Joe Pantoliano It

depicts a dystopian future in which reality as perceived

by most humans is actually a simulated reality called the

Matrix created by sentient machines to subdue the

human population while their bodyies heat and electrical

activity are used as an energy source Computer

programmer Neo learns this truth and is drawn into a

rebellion against the machines which involves other

people who have been freed from the dream world

lemmatization



Example

Matrix 1999 American Australian neo noir science fiction

action film write direct Wachowskis star Keanu Reeves

Laurence Fishburne Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving

Joe Pantoliano depict dystopian future reality perceived

human simulate reality call Matrix create sentient

machine subdue human population body heat electrical

activity use energy source Computer programmer Neo

learn truth draw rebellion against machine involve people

free dream world

next step: to give a weight to each feature

(e.g. through TF-IDF)



Weighting features: TF-IDF

terms frequency – inverse document 

frequency best known weighting scheme in information retrieval. 

Weight of a term as product of tf weight and idf weight

tf number of times the term occurs in the document

idf depends on rarity of a term in a collection

tf-idf increases with the number of occurrences within a 

document, and with the rarity of the term in the collection.

)df/log()tflog1(w ,, tdt N
dt





Example

Matrix 1999 American Australian neo noir science fiction

action film write direct Wachowskis star Keanu Reeves

Laurence Fishburne Carrie Anne Moss Hugo Weaving

Joe Pantoliano depict dystopian future reality

perceived human simulate reality call Matrix create

sentient machine subdue human population body heat

electrical activity use energy source Computer

programmer Neo learn truth draw rebellion against

machine involve people free dream world

green=high IDF

red=low IDF



The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

keywords

a portion of Pasquale’s

content-based profile

given a content-based profile, we
can easily build a basic

recommender system through

Vector Space Model and 

similarity measures

science

Hugo



Vector Space Model (VSM)

given a set of n features (vocabulary)

f = {f1, f2 ,..., fn} 

given a set of M items, each item I

represented as a point in a 
n-dimensional vector space

I = (wf1,.....wfn) 

wfi is the weight of feature i in the item



Basic Content-based Recommendations

✓ documents represented as vectors
✓ features identified through NLP operations

✓ features weigthed using tf-idf

✓ cosine measure for computing similarity 

between vectors



Similarity between vectors

cosine similarity 
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Drawbacks

a portion of Pasquale’s

content-based profile

Recommendation: 

Notre Dame de Paris, 

by Victor Hugo

Basic Content-based Recommendations

Why?

Entities as «Hugo 

Weaving» were not

modeled

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

science

Hugo



Drawbacks
Basic Content-based Recommendations

Why?

More complex concepts

as «science fiction» were

not modeled as single 

features

Recommendation: 

The March of Penguins

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

science

Hugo

a portion of Pasquale’s

content-based profile



Vision
Basic Content-based Recommendations



Vision
Basic Content-based Recommendations

XX
Bad recommendations



Recap #3

▪ Natural Language Processing 

techniques necessary to build a 

content-based profile

▪ basic content-based

recommender systems can be 

easily built through VSM and 

TF-IDF

▪ keyword-based representation

too poor and can drive to bad

modeling of preferences (and 

bad recommendations)

▪ we need to shift from 
keywords to concepts

basics of NLP and keyword-based representation
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Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

top-down 
approaches based on the 

integration of external 

knowledge for 

representing content. Able to 
provide the linguistic, 

cultural and backgroud

knowledge in the 

content representation



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

top-down 
approaches based on the 

integration of external 

knowledge for 

representing content. Able to 
provide the linguistic, 

cultural and backgroud

knowledge in the 

content representation

bottom-up 
approaches that determine 

the meaning of a word 

by analyzing the rules of its 
usage in the context of 

ordinary and concrete 

language behavior



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking 

the item to

a knowledge graph



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Word Sense 

Disambiguation

Entity 

Linking …….

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking 

the item to

a knowledge graph



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Ontologies Linked 

Open Data

Introduce semantics 

by linking 

the item to 

a knowledge graph

…….

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Distributional 

semantic models

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking 

the item to 

a knowledge graph



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Explicit 

Semantic 

Analysis

Random

Indexing

……Word2Vec

Distributional 

semantic models

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking 

the item to 

a knowledge graph
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Real-time Semantic Analysis of Social Streams



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Word Sense 

Disambiguation

Entity 

Linking …….

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking the 

item to a 

knowledge graph



Apple     Computer iPhone

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)
using linguistic ontologies

WSD selects the proper meaning, i.e. sense, for a word in 

a text by taking into account the context in which it occurs

#12567: computer brand #22999: fruit

Dictionaries, Ontologies, e.g. WordNetSense Repository

Apple

context

Giovanni Semeraro, Marco Degemmis, Pasquale Lops, Pierpaolo Basile: Combining Learning and Word Sense 

Disambiguation for Intelligent User Profiling. IJCAI 2007: 2856-2861
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using linguistic ontologies

WSD selects the proper meaning, i.e. sense, for a word in 

a text by taking into account the context in which it occurs

#12567: computer brand #22999: fruit

Dictionaries, Ontologies, e.g. WordNetSense Repository

Apple

context

Giovanni Semeraro, Marco Degemmis, Pasquale Lops, Pierpaolo Basile: Combining Learning and Word Sense 

Disambiguation for Intelligent User Profiling. IJCAI 2007: 2856-2861



Sense Repository

WordNet groups words into sets of synonyms called synsets
It contains nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs

Word 
Meanings

Word Forms

F1 F2 F3 … … Fn

M1 V(1,1) V(2,1)

M2 V(2,2) V(3,2)

M3

M…

Mm V(m,n)

Synonym

word forms

(synset)

polysemous word:

disambiguation needed

WordNet linguistic ontology [*]

[*] Miller, George A. "WordNet: a lexical database for 

English." Communications of the ACM 38.11 (1995): 39-41.

https://wordnet.princeton.edu

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/


an example of synset

Sense Repository
WordNet linguistic ontology 
https://wordnet.princeton.edu

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/


Sense Repository

WordNet Hierarchies

WordNet linguistic ontology 
https://wordnet.princeton.edu

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/


Word Sense Disambiguation

State of the art: JIGSAW algorithm [*]

Input

o D = {w1, w2, …. , wh} document

Output

o X = {s1, s2, …. , sk} (kh)

– Each si obtained by disambiguating wi based on the context 

of each word

– Some words not recognized by WordNet 

– Groups of words recognized as a single concept

[*] Basile, P., de Gemmis, M., Gentile, A. L., Lops, P., & Semeraro, G. (2007, June). UNIBA: 

JIGSAW algorithm for word sense disambiguation. InProceedings of the 4th International 

Workshop on Semantic Evaluations (pp. 398-401). Association for Computational Linguistics.



How to use WordNet for WSD? 

Semantic similarity between synsets inversely 
proportional to their distance in the WordNet IS-A 
hierarchy

Path length similarity between synsets used to assign 
scores to synsets of a polysemous word in order to 
choose the correct sense

Placental mammal

Carnivore Rodent

Feline, felid

Cat
(feline mammal)

Mouse
(rodent)

1

2

3 4

5

JIGSAW WSD algorithm



SINSIM(cat,mouse) =

-log(5/32)=0.806

Placental mammal

Carnivore Rodent

Feline, felid

Cat
(feline mammal)

Mouse
(rodent)

1

2

3 4

5

Leacock-Chodorow similarity

Synset semantic similarity



w = cat 

C = {mouse}white hunt mousecat

mousecat mouse

02244530: any of 

numerous small 

rodents…

03651364: a hand-

operated electronic 

device …

cat

“The white cat is hunting the mouse”

02037721: feline 

mammal…

00847815: 

computerized axial 

tomography…

T={02244530,03651364W
cat

={02037721,00847815} T={02244530,03651364}W
cat

={02037721,00847815}

JIGSAW WSD algorithm



w = cat 

C = {mouse}white hunt

cat mouse

02244530: any of 

numerous small 

rodents…

03651364: a hand-

operated electronic 

device …

cat

“The white cat is hunting the mouse”

02037721: feline 

mammal…

00847815: 

computerized axial 

tomography…

0.107

0.0

0.0

0.8060.8060.806

T={02244530,03651364}W
cat

={02037721,00847815}

JIGSAW WSD algorithm



through WSD can we obtain a

semantics-aware representation 
of textual content



Synset-based representation

{09596828} American -- (a native or inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary work based on the imagination and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, moving picture, moving-picture show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")



…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

through WSD we process the textual

description of the item and we obtain a

semantics-aware

representation of the item as

output

keyword-based features replaced

with the concepts (in this

case WordNet synsets) they refer to

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

keywords

science

Hugo



…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

Word Sense Disambiguation
recap

polysemy and synonymy

effectively handled

classical NLP techniques helpful to 

remove further noise (e.g. 

stopwords)

potentially language-independent

(later)

entities (e.g. Hugo Weaving) 

still not recognized

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

fiction

…

world

keywords

science

Hugo



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Word Sense 

Disambiguation

Entity 

Linking …….

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking the 

item to a 

knowledge graph



• Basic Idea

• Input: free text

• e.g. Wikipedia 

abstract

• Output: 

identification of the 

entities

mentioned in the 

text.

Entity Linking Algorithms



Why Entity Linking?

because we need to identify the entities
mentioned in the textual description

to better catch user preferences and information needs.

… and many more

Several state-of-the-art implementations are already available



Entity Linking Algorithms
OpenCalais
http://www.opencalais.com/opencalais-api/

http://www.opencalais.com/opencalais-api/


…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

neo

science

fiction

…

world

keywords entities

…



…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

neo

science

fiction

…

world

keywords entities

…

entities are correctly

recognized and modeled

partially multilingual
(entities are inherently multilingual, 

but other concepts aren’t)

common sense and abstract

concepts now ignored.



very transparent and human-readable content representation

non-trivial NLP tasks automatically performed
(stopwords removal, n-grams identification, named entities recognition and 

disambiguation)

Entity Linking Algorithms
Tag.me
https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/

Output

https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/


each entity identified in the content can be a feature of a 

semantics-aware content representation 

based on entity linking

Entity Linking Algorithms
Tag.me
https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/

Output

https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/


Advantage #1: several common sense

concepts are now identified

Entity Linking Algorithms
Tag.me
https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/

Output

https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/


Output

Advantage #2: each entity is a reference

to a Wikipedia page

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Wachowskis

not a simple textual feature!

Entity Linking Algorithms
Tag.me
https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Wachowskis
https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/


We can enrich this entity-based representation 

by exploiting the Wikipedia categories’ tree

Entity Linking Algorithms
Tag.me + Wikipedia Categories
https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/

https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/


final representation
of items obtained by 

merging entities
identified in the text with 

the (most relevant) 

Wikipedia 

categories each 

entity is linked to

+entities wikipedia categoriesfeatures =

Entity Linking Algorithms
Tag.me + Wikipedia Categories
https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/

https://tagme.d4science.org/tagme/


…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

neo

science

fiction

…

world

keywords Wikipedia pages

…



…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

neo

science

fiction

…

world

keywords Wikipedia pages

…

entities recognized and 

modeled (as in OpenCalais)

Wikipedia-based representation: 

some common sense terms

included, and new interesting

features (e.g. «science-fiction film 

director») can be generated

terms without a Wikipedia 

mapping are ignored



traditional 

resources

collaborative 

resources

o manually curated by experts

o available for a few languages

o difficult to maintain and update

o collaboratively built by the crowd

o highly multilingual

o up-to-date

Entity Linking Algorithms
Babelfy
http://babelfy.org/

http://babelfy.org/




Entity Linking Algorithms
Babelfy
http://babelfy.org/

we have both Named Entities and Concepts!

http://babelfy.org/


Entity Linking Algorithms
Babelfy
http://babelfy.org/

http://babelfy.org/


Entity Linking Algorithms
Babelfy
http://babelfy.org/

http://babelfy.org/


…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

neo

science

fiction

…

world

keywords Babel synsets

…



…

synsets

{09596828} American -- (a native or 

inhabitant of the United States)

{06281561} fiction -- (a literary 

work based on the imagination 

and not necessarily on fact)

{06525881} movie, film, picture, 

moving picture, moving-picture 

show, motion picture, 

motion-picture show, picture show, 

pic, flick -- (a form of entertainment 

that enacts a story… 

{02605965} star -- (feature as the 

star; "The movie stars Dustin 

Hoffman as an autistic man")

The Matrix representation

Matrix

1999

American

Australian

neo

science

fiction

…

world

keywords Babel synsets

…

entities recognized and 

modeled (as in OpenCalais

and Tag.me)

Wikipedia-based representation: 

some common sense terms

included, and new interesting

features (e.g. «science-fiction 

director) can be generated

includes linguistic knowledge

and is able to disambiguate terms

also multilingual!



Recap #4

o «Exogenous» techniques use 

external knowledge sources to inject

semantics

o Word Sense Disambiguation

algorithms process the textual

description and replace keywords with 

semantic concepts (as synsets)

o Entity Linking algorithms focus on 

the identification of the entities. Some 

recent approaches also able to identify

common sense terms

o Combination of both

approaches is potentially the 

best strategy

encoding exogenous semantics
by processing textual descriptions



Cultural Heritage fruition & e-learning applications 

of new Advanced (multimodal) Technologies

In the context of cultural heritage personalization, does the 
integration of UGC and textual description of artwork 
collections cause an increase of the prediction accuracy in the 
process of recommending artifacts to users?

Results in a cultural heritage scenario

M. de Gemmis, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, and P. Basile. Integrating Tags in a Semantic Content-based Recommender. 

In RecSys ’08, Proceed. of the 2nd ACM Conference on Recommender Systems, pages 163–170, October 23-25, 2008, 

Lausanne, Switzerland, ACM, 2008. 



Results in a cultural heritage scenario

5-point rating scale

Textual description of 
items (static content)

Personal Tags

Social Tags (from other users): caravaggio, deposition, christ, cross, suffering, religion

Social Tags

passion



Results in a cultural heritage scenario

caravaggio, deposition, 

cross, christ, rome, …

passion

caravaggio, deposition, 

christ, cross, suffering, 

religion, …

USER PROFILE

Personal 
Tags

Static 
Content

Social Tags

collaborative part of 

the user profile



Results in a cultural heritage scenario

o Artwork representation

o Artist

o Title

o Description

o Tags

o change of text representation from vectors of words (BOW) into 
vectors of WordNet synsets (BOS)

o From tags to semantic tags

o supervised Learning

o Bayesian Classifier learned from artworks labeled with user 
ratings and tags



Results in a cultural heritage scenario

Type of Content Precision* Recall* F1*

EXP#1: Static Content 75.86 94.27 84.07

EXP#2: Personal Tags 75.96 92.65 83.48

EXP#3: Social Tags 75.59 90.50 82.37

EXP#4: Static Content + Personal Tags 78.04 93.60 85.11

EXP#5: Static Content + Social Tags 78.01 93.19 84.93

* Results averaged over the 30 study subjects
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Overall accuracy F1 ≈ 85%



Recent Developments of 
Content-Based RecSys 

Distributional Semantics 
 

Fedelucio Narducci 
Department of Computer Science 
University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy 



Agenda 

Why? 

How? 

What? 

Why do we need intelligent information access? 
Why do we need content? 
Why do we need semantics? 

How to introduce semantics? 
Basics of Natural Language Processing 
Encoding exogenous semantics,i.e. explicit semantics 
Encoding endogenous semantics, i.e. implicit semantics 

Explanation of Recommendations 
Serendipity in Recommender Systems 



Insight 

Very huge availability of textual content 



Insight 

We can use this huge amount of content to 
directly learn a representation of words 



Insight 

What is «Peroni» ? 

Pass me a Peroni! 
I like Peroni 

Football and Peroni, what a perfect Saturday! 



Insight 

What is «Budweiser» ? 

Pass me a Budweiser! 
I like Budweiser 

Football and Budweiser, what a perfect Saturday! 



Insight 

What is «Budweiser» ? 

Pass me a Budweiser! 
I like Budweiser 

Football and Budweiser, what a perfect Saturday! 



Insight 

What is «Peroni» ? 

Pass me a Peroni! 
I like Peroni 

Football and Peroni, what a perfect Saturday! 

The most famous beer in Bari ! 



Insight 

The semantics learnt according to  
term usage is called «distributional» 



Insight 

Distributional Hypothesis 
«Terms used in similar contexts  

share a similar meaning» 



Distributional Semantics 

Ludwig Wittgenstein 
(Austrian philosopher) 

Meaning of a word is 
determined by its 

usage 



Distributional Semantics 

by analyzing large corpora of 
textual data it is possible to 
infer information about the 
usage (about the meaning) of 
the terms 

Definition 

(*) Firth, J.R. A synopsis of linguistic theory 
1930-1955. In Studies in Linguistic Analysis, 
pp. 1-32, 1957. 

similar meanings 



Distributional Semantics 

by analyzing large corpora of 
textual data it is possible to 
infer information about the 
usage (about the meaning) of 
the terms 

Definition 

(*) Firth, J.R. A synopsis of linguistic theory 
1930-1955. In Studies in Linguistic Analysis, 
pp. 1-32, 1957. 

similar meanings 

Beer and wine, dog and cat share a similar meaning 
since they are often used in similar contexts 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Context Matrix 

A vector-space representation is learnt  
by encoding in which context each term is used 

 
Each row of the matrix is a vector 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Contexts Matrix 

beer vs wine: good overlap 
Similar! 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Contexts Matrix 

beer vs spoon: no overlap 
Not Similar! 



WordSpace 

beer 
wine 

mojito 

dog 

A vector space representation (called WordSpace) 
is learnt according to terms usage in contexts 



WordSpace 

beer 
wine 

mojito 

dog 

A vector space representation (called WordSpace) 
is learnt according to terms usage in contexts 

Terms sharing a 
similar usage 
are very close 
in the space 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Context Matrix 

Key question: what is the context? 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Context Matrix 

Key question: what is the context? 
These approaches are very flexible since the «context» can 

be set according to the granularity required by  the 
representation 



Distributional Semantics 

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Context Matrix 

Key question: what is the context? 

Coarse-grained granularity:  
context=whole document 



Distributional Semantics 

d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 d6 d7 d8 d9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Context Matrix = Term-Document Matrix 

Key question: what is the context? 

(This is Vector Space Model!) 
Vector Space Model is a Distributional Model 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Contexts Matrix 

Key question: what is the context? 

Fine-grained granularities:  
context=paragraph, sentence, window of words 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Contexts Matrix 

Fine-grained granularities:  
 

PROs: the more fine-grained the representation, more precise the vectors 
CONs: the more fine-grained the representation, the bigger the matrix 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
beer ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
wine ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

spoon ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
glass ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Contexts Matrix 

The flexibility of distributional semantics models  
also regards the rows of the matrix 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
concept1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
concept2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
concept3 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
concept4 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Contexts Matrix 

The flexibility of distributional semantics models  
also regards the rows of the matrix 

Keywords can be replaced with concepts  
(as synsets or entities!) 



Distributional Semantics 
Term-Contexts Matrix 

The flexibility of distributional semantics models  
also regards the rows of the matrix 

Keywords can be replaced with concepts  
(as synsets or entities!) 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
Keanu Reeves ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Al Pacino ✔ ✔ 
American 
Writers ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Laurence 
Fishburne ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 



Distributional Semantics 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
Keanu Reeves ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Al Pacino ✔ ✔ 
American 
Writers ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Laurence 
Fishburne ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Term-Contexts Matrix 

Keanu Reeves and Al Pacino 
are «connected» because they 

both acted in Drama Films 



Distributional Semantics 
Representing Documents 

Given a WordSpace, a vector space representation of 
documents (called DocSpace) is typically built as the 

centroid vector of word representations 

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 
Keanu Reeves ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Al Pacino ✔ ✔ 
American 
Writers ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Laurence 
Fishburne ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 



Distributional Semantics 
Representing Documents 
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9 

Keanu Reeves ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
Al Pacino ✔ ✔ 
American 
Writers ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Laurence 
Fishburne ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

The Matrix ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 



DocSpace 

Given a WordSpace, a vector space representation of 
documents (called DocSpace) is typically built as the 

centroid vector of word representations 

Matrix Revolutions 

Donnie Darko 

Up! 

It is possible to 
perform similarity 
calculations 
between items 
according to their 
semantic 
representation 

The Matrix 



Distributional Semantics 
•  We can exploit the (big) corpora of 

data to directly learn a semantic 
vector-space representation of 
the terms of a language 

•  Lightweight semantics, not 
formally defined 

•  High flexibility: everything is a 
vector: term/term similarity, doc/term, 
term/doc, etc.. 

•  Context can have different 
granularities 

•  Huge amount of content is needed 
•  Matrices are particularly huge and 

difficult to build 
•  Too many features: need for 

dimensionality reduction 



Semantic representations 

Explicit (Exogenous) 
Semantics 

Implicit (Endogenous) 
Semantics 

Explicit 
Semantic 
Analysis 

Random 
Indexing 

…… Word2Vec 

Distributional 
semantic models 

Introduce semantics by 
mapping the features 

describing the item with 
semantic concepts 

Distributional Semantics 
models share the same 
insight but have important 
distinguishing aspects  

Introduce semantics  
by linking the  

item to a  
knowledge graph 



Semantic representations 

Explicit (Exogenous) 
Semantics 

Implicit (Endogenous) 
Semantics 

Explicit 
Semantic 
Analysis 

Random 
Indexing 

…… Word2Vec 

Distributional 
semantic models 

Introduce semantics by 
mapping the features 

describing the item with 
semantic concepts 

Distributional Semantics 
models share the same 
insight but have important 
distinguishing aspects  

Introduce semantics  
by linking the  

item to a  
knowledge graph 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
ESA matrix 

 

35 

ESA is a Distributional 
Semantic model which 

uses Wikipedia 
articles as context 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
ESA matrix 

 

ESA Context 1 … Context n 

term 1 TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 

… TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 

term k TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF Te
rm

s 

36 

ESA is a Distributional 
Semantic model which 

uses Wikipedia 
articles as context 

Wikipedia articles 
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Wikipedia articles 

semantic relatedness  
between a word and a context 
TF-IDF score 
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Wikipedia articles 

semantic relatedness  
between a word and a context 
TF-IDF score 
 



Every Wikipedia article represents a concept 

Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 



Every Wikipedia article represents a concept 

Panthera 

Article words are associated with the concept (TF-IDF) 

Cat [0.92] 

Leopard [0.84] 

Roar [0.77] 

Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 

Each Wikipedia page can be described in terms of 
the words with the highest TF-IDF score (this is a 

column of ESA 
matrix) 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 

ESA Panthera … Concept n 

term 1 TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 

… TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 

term k TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 
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We iterate the process over (almost) all the Wikipedia pages and we obtain 
the so-called ESA matrix 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
ESA matrix 

 
ESA Panthera … Concept n 

term 1 TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 

… TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 

term k TF-IDF TF-IDF TF-IDF 

42 

Each row of the ESA matrix is called 
semantic interpretation vector 

(of a term t) 
 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
Semantic interpretation vector of the term ‘cat’ 

(Wikipedia articles are ranked in a descending order) 

Cat Panthera 
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Cat 
[0.95] 
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Fonda 
[0.07] 
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Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
Semantic interpretation vector of the term ‘cat’ 

(Wikipedia articles are ranked in a descending order) 

Cat Panthera 
[0.92] 

Cat 
[0.95] 

Jane 
Fonda 
[0.07] 

The semantics of a word is the vector of its 
associations with Wikipedia concepts. 

The highest the score, the more the strength of its 
‘semantic connection’ with a Wikipedia concept 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
Semantic interpretation vector of text fragment 

(e.g. ‘mouse button’) 
is the centroid vector of the terms in the fragment 

mouse 
Mouse 

computing 

[0.89] 

Mouse 
rodent 
[0.91] 

John 
Steinbeck 

[0.17] 

Mickey 
Mouse 
[0.81] 

button 
Dick 

Button 
[0.84] 

Button 
[0.93] 

Game 
Controller 

[0.32] 

Mouse 
computing 

[0.81] 

mouse button 
Dick 

Button 
[0.92] 

Button 
[0.95] 

Drag and 
Drop 

[0.32] 

IBM Ps/2 

[0.35] 

Mouse 
computing 

[0.85] 

Mouse 
rodent 
[0.46] 

centroid vector 
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Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
  

A semantic representation of an item can be built as the 
centroid vector of the semantic interpretation vectors of 

the terms in the item description 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 

 semantic 
relatedness 

of a pair of text fragments 
(e.g. description of two 

items) computed by 
comparing their 
semantic 

interpretation 
vectors using the 

cosine metric 

Matrix Revolutions 

Donnie Darko 

Up! 

The Matrix 
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Another advantage: ESA can be also used  
as a feature generation technique 

 
How can we generate a set of relevant extra  

concepts describing the items? 
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Matrix 
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[0.91] 

Turing 
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[0.61]	

The Matrix 
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as a feature generation technique. 

 
How can we generate a set of relevant extra  

concepts describing the items? 

The pages with the highest TF/IDF score in the semantic 
interpretation vector are the most related concepts 

Keanu 
Reeves 
[0.77] 

Matrix 
(Reloaded) 

[0.91] 

Turing 
Machin
e (0.52] 

Ar#ficial	
Intelligence	
[0.61]	

The Matrix 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
  

Another advantage: ESA can be also used  
as a feature generation technique. 

 
How can we generate a set of relevant extra  

concepts describing the items? 

The pages with the highest TF/IDF score in the semantic 
interpretation vector are the most related concepts 

Extra features 
related to the 

item  



 Text Categorization [Gabri09] 
 experiments on diverse datasets 

 
  

 Semantic relatedness of  
 words and texts [Gabri09] 
 cosine similarity between vectors of ESA concepts 

 
 

  Information Retrieval [Egozi08, Egozi11] 
  ESA-based IR algorithm enriching documents and queries 

 

ESA effectively used for 

[Gabri09] E. Gabrilovich and S. Markovitch. Wikipedia-based Semantic Interpretation for Natural Language Processing. Journal of Artificial 
Intelligence Research 34:443-498, 2009. 
[Egozi08] Ofer Egozi, Evgeniy Gabrilovich, Shaul Markovitch: Concept-Based Feature Generation and Selection for Information Retrieval. 
AAAI 2008, 1132-1137, 2008. 

[Egozi11] Ofer Egozi, Shaul Markovitch, Evgeniy Gabrilovich. Concept-Based Information Retrieval using Explicit Semantic Analysis.  
ACM Transactions on Information Systems 29(2), April 2011.  
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what about ESA for Information Filtering? 



Information Filtering using ESA 
TV-domain 

German Electronic Program Guides (EPG) 
 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. Enhanced semantic tv-show 
representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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problem 
description of TV shows too short or  

poorly meaningful to feed a  
content-based recommendation algorithm  

 

solution 
Explicit Semantic Analysis exploited to obtain an 

enhanced representation  



Electronic Program Guides 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. 
Enhanced semantic tv-show representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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Electronic Program Guides 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. 
Enhanced semantic tv-show representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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Electronic Program Guides 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. 
Enhanced semantic tv-show representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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Wikipedia Articles related to the 
TV show are added to the 

description 



Electronic Program Guides 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. 
Enhanced semantic tv-show representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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user profile tv show 

motogp 
sports 

motorbike 

... 
competition 

2012 Superbike 
Italian Grand Prix 



Electronic Program Guides 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. 
Enhanced semantic tv-show representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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user profile tv show 

motogp 
sports 

motorbike 

... 
competition 

2012 Superbike 
Italian Grand Prix 

X
No matching! 



Electronic Program Guides 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. 
Enhanced semantic tv-show representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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user profile tv show 

2012 Superbike 
Italian Grand Prix 

motogp 
superbike 

sports 
motorbike 
formula 1 

… 
competition 

Through ESA we can 
add new features to 
the profile and we 
can improve the 
overlap between 

textual description 



Electronic Program Guides 

[Musto12] C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, M. Barbieri, J. H. M. Korst, V. Pronk, and R. Clout. 
Enhanced semantic tv-show representation for personalized electronic program guides. UMAP 2012, pp. 188–199. Springer, 2012 
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user profile tv show 

2012 Superbike 
Italian Grand Prix 

motogp 
superbike 

sports 
motorbike 
formula 1 

… 
competition 

Matching! 

✔



Electronic Program Guides 
65 

results on Aprico.tv data 

74 

79.25 

84.5 

89.75 

95 

P@5% P@10% P@25% P@50% P@75% P@100% 

BOW eBOW (+20) 

eBOW (+40) eBOW (+60) 

The more Wikipedia Concepts are added to the textual description  
of the items (eBOW+60), the best the precision of the algorithm 

eBOW = Bag of Words + Wikipedia Concepts 



Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) 
Distributional Model which uses 
Wikipedia Article as context 

 
 

Very Transparent representation 
(columns have an explicit meaning) 

 
Can be used as a  

feature generation tool 

The whole matrix is very huge 
 

«Empirical» tuning of the parameters: 
how many articles? How many terms? 

What is the thresholding? 



Recent Developments of 

Content-Based RecSys
Endogenous Approaches: Random Indexing & Word2Vec

Cataldo Musto

Department of Computer Science

University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy



Dimensions

are important.



When transparency is not so important, 

it is possible to learn a more compact 

vector-space representation of terms and items



When transparency is not so important, 

it is possible to learn a more compact 
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Dimensionality Reduction techniques



When transparency is not so important, 

it is possible to learn a more compact 

vector-space representation of terms and items

a.k.a. Word embedding techniques
Embedding = a smaller representation of words

Is this new?



Dimensionality reduction techniques

Dumais, Susan T. "Latent semantic 

analysis." Annual review of information science 

and technology 38.1 (2004): 188-230.

Truncated Singular Value Decomposition

induces higher-order (paradigmatic) relations through the truncated SVD

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) is a widespread

distributional semantics model which builds

a term/context matrix and calculates SVD over that matrix.



Singular Value Decomposition

PROBLEM

the huge co-occurrence matrix

SOLUTION

don’t build the huge co-occurrence matrix!

Use incremental and scalable techniques

Dimensionality reduction techniques



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Explicit 

Semantic 

Analysis

Random

Indexing

……Word2Vec

Distributional 

semantic models

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking the 

item to a 

knowledge graph



Dimensionality reduction

Random Indexing

It is an incremental and scalable technique

for dimensionality reduction. 

M. Sahlgren. The Word-Space Model: Using Distributional Analysis to Represent Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Relations 

between Words in High-dimensional Vector Spaces. PhD thesis, Stockholm University, 2006.



Dimensionality reduction

Random Indexing

It is an incremental and scalable technique

for dimensionality reduction. 

Insight
 Assign a vector to each context (word, documents, etc.). The 

vector can be as big as you want. 

 Fill the vector with (almost) randomly assigned values. 

 Given a word, collect the contexts where that word appears.

 Sum the context and obtain the final representation of the word

 The resulting representation is a smaller but (almost) equivalent

to the original one

M. Sahlgren. The Word-Space Model: Using Distributional Analysis to Represent Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Relations 

between Words in High-dimensional Vector Spaces. PhD thesis, Stockholm University, 2006.



Dimensionality reduction

Random Indexing

It is an incremental and scalable technique

for dimensionality reduction. 

Insight
 Assign a vector to each context (word, documents, etc.). The 

vector can be as big as you want. 

 Fill the vector with (almost) randomly assigned values. 

 Given a word, collect the contexts where that word appears.

 Sum the context and obtain the final representation of the word

 The resulting representation is a smaller but (almost) equivalent

to the original one

M. Sahlgren. The Word-Space Model: Using Distributional Analysis to Represent Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Relations 

between Words in High-dimensional Vector Spaces. PhD thesis, Stockholm University, 2006.

?



Random Indexing

Algorithm

Step 1 - definition of the context granularity:

Document? Paragraph? Sentence? Word?

Step 2 – building the random matrix R 

each ‘context’ (e.g. sentence) is assigned a

context vector

✓ dimension = k 

✓ allowed values = {-1, 0, +1}

– values distributed in a random way

✓ small # of non-zero elements, i.e. sparse vectors



Random Indexing

Context vectors of dimension k = 8

r
1 

0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0

r
2

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1

r
3

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0

r
4

-1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

r
5

1, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0

r
n

…

Each row is a «context»



Random Indexing

Algorithm

Step 3 –the vector space representation of a term t is 

obtained by combining the random vectors of the context in 

which it occurs in

r
1 

0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0

r
2

1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1

r
3

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0

r
4

-1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

r
5

1, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0

…

r
n

…



Random Indexing

Algorithm

Step 3 – building the representation for t1

r1 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0

r2 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1

r3 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0

r4 -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

r5 1, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0

…

rn …

t1 ∈ {c1, c2, c5}
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Random Indexing

Algorithm

Step 3 – building the representation for t1

r1 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0

r2 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1

r3 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0

r4 -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0

r5 1, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0

…

rn …

t1 ∈ {c1, c2, c5}

r1 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0

r2 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1

r5 1, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 0

t1 2, 0, -1, 0, 1, 0, 0, -1

+

+

+

Output: WordSpace



Random Indexing

Algorithm

Step 4 – building the document space

the vector space representation of a 

document d obtained by 

combining the vector space representation

of the terms that occur in the document 

Output: DocSpace



WordSpace and DocSpace

c1 c2 c3 c4 … ck

t1

t2

t3

t4

…

tm

c1 c2 c3 c4 … ck

d1

d2

d3

d4

…

dn

DocSpaceWordSpace

Uniform representation

k is a simple 

parameter 

of the model 



Dimensionality reduction

..even if it sounds weird

theory: Johnson-Lindenstrauss’ lemma [*]

Bm,k ≈ Am,n Rn,k k << n

distances between the points in the reduced space
approximately preserved if 

context vectors are nearly orthogonal

(and they are)

[*] Johnson, W. B., & Lindenstrauss, J. (1984). Extensions of Lipschitz mappings 

into a Hilbert space. Contemporary mathematics, 26(189-206), 1.
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Dimensionality reduction

..even if it sounds weird

theory: Johnson-Lindenstrauss’ lemma [*]

Bm,k ≈ Am,n Rn,k k << n

distances between the points in the reduced space
approximately preserved if 

context vectors are nearly orthogonal

(and they are)

[*] Johnson, W. B., & Lindenstrauss, J. (1984). Extensions of Lipschitz mappings 

into a Hilbert space. Contemporary mathematics, 26(189-206), 1.



Random Indexing

Incremental and Scalable technique for 

learning word embeddings

Smaller vector space

representation

Dimension of the space can 

be arbitrarly set

Incremental and Scalable

Not transparent anymore

Proper tuning to find the optimal

size of the embeddings



Random Indexing @Work: eVSM

• Enhanced Vector Space Model [*]

• Content-based Recommendation Framework

• Cornerstones

• Semantics modeled through Distributional Models

• Random Indexing for Dimensionality Reduction

• Negative Preferences modeled through Quantum Negation [^]

• User Profiles as centroid vectors of items representation

• Recommendations through Cosine Similarity

[*] Musto, Cataldo. "Enhanced vector space models for content-based recommender systems." Proceedings of the fourth 

ACM conference on Recommender systems. ACM, 2010.

[^] Widdows, Dominic, and Stanley Peters. "Word vectors and quantum logic: Experiments with negation and 

disjunction." Mathematics of language 8.141-154 (2003).



eVSM
Experiments

Size of the embeddings

The size of the embeddings does not significantly affect the overall

accuracy of eVsm (MovieLens data)



eVSM
Experiments

Quantum Negation improves the accuracy of the model 

(MovieLens data, embedding size=100)



eVSM
Experiments

eVSM significantly overcame all the baselines.

(MovieLens data, embedding size=400)



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Explicit 

Semantic 

Analysis

Random

Indexing

……Word2Vec

Distributional 

semantic models

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking the 

item to a 

knowledge graph



Word2Vec

• Distributional Model to learn Word Embeddings. 

• Uses a two-layers neural network

• Training based on the Skip-Gram methodology

• Update of the network through Mini-batch and Stochastic Gradient

Descent

In a nutshell



Word2Vec
(Partial) Structure of the network

….

….

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x|v|

Input Layer:

• Vocabulary V

• |V| number of terms

• |V| nodes

• Each term is

represented through

a «one hot 

representation»
…. ….
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• |V| number of terms

• |V| nodes

• One-hot representation
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hN

Hidden Layer:

• N nodes

• N = size of the embeddings

• Parameter of the model

…. ….



Word2Vec
(Partial) Structure of the network

x1

Hidden Layer:

• N nodes

• N = size of the embeddings

• Parameter of the model

Weight of the network:

• Randomly set (initially)

• Updated through the training

Input Layer:

• Vocabulary V

• |V| number of terms

• |V| nodes

• One-hot representation

…. ….

….

….

x2

x3

x4

x5

x|v|

h1

h2

h3

h4

hN



Word2Vec

….

….

x1

x2

x3

x4

x5

x|v|

Hidden Layer:

• N nodes

• N = size of the embeddings

• Parameter of the model

Weight of the network:

• Randomly set (initially)

• Updated through the training

Final Representation for term tk

• Weights Extracted from the network

• tk=[wtkv1, wtkv2 … wtkvn]

Input Layer:

• Vocabulary V

• |V| number of terms

• |V| nodes

• One-hot representation

h1

h2

h3

h4

hN

…. ….

(Partial) Structure of the network



Word2Vec
Training Procedure: how to create training examples?

Skip-Gram Methodology Continuous Bag-of-Words

Methodology

Given a word w(t), predict its

context w(t-2), t(t-1).. w(t+1), w(t+2)
Given a context w(t-2), t(t-1).. 

w(t+1), w(t+2) predict word w(t) 



Word2Vec
Training Procedure: how to create training examples?

Skip-Gram Methodology

Given a word w(t), predict its

context w(t-2), t(t-1).. w(t+1), w(t+2)

Example
Input: ”the quick brown fox 

jumped over the lazy dog” 

Window Size: 1

Contexts:

• ([the, brown], quick)

• ([quick, fox], brown)

• ([brown, jumped], fox) ...

Training Examples:

• (quick, the)

• (quick, brown)

• (brown, quick)

• (brown, fox) ...



Word2Vec
Training Procedure: how to optimize the model?

The model tries to maximize The 

probability of predicting a context ‘c’ 

given a word ‘w’

Given a corpus, we create of training examples through Skip-Gram.
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Word2Vec
Training Procedure: how to optimize the model?

And probability is calculated through soft-max

The model tries to maximize The 

probability of predicting a context C 

given a word w

Intuitively, probability is high when scalar product

is close to 1  when vectors are similar!

Given a corpus, we create a training examples through Skip-Gram.



Word2Vec
Training Procedure: how to optimize the model?

Given a corpus, we create a training examples through Skip-Gram.

And probability is calculated through soft-max

The model tries to maximize The 

probability of predicting a context C 

given a word w

Intuitively, probability is high when scalar product

is close to 1  when vectors are similar!

Word2Vec is a distributional model since it learns

a representation such that couples (word,context) 

appearing together have similar vectors



Word2Vec
Training Procedure: how to optimize the model?

Given a corpus, we create a training examples through Skip-Gram.

And probability is calculated through soft-max

The model tries to maximize The 

probability of predicting a context C 

given a word w

Intuitively, probability is high when scalar product

is close to 1  when vectors are similar!

The error is collected and weights in the network are updated

accordingly. Typically is used Stochastic Gradient Descent

or Mini-Batch (every 128 or 512 training examples)



Representation can be really really

small (size<100, typically)

Trending ☺ - Recent and Very Hot 

technique

Word2Vec

Learning Word Embeddings 

through Neural Networks: it is not

based on «counting» 

co-occurrences. It relies on 

«predicting» the distribution

Not transparent anymore

Needs more computational resources



Word2Vec

✓ Empirical Comparison of Word Embedding Techniques

for Content-based Recommender Systems [*]

✓Methodology

✓ Build a WordSpace using different Word Embedding

techniques (and different sizes)

✓ Build a DocSpace as the centroid vectors of term vectors

✓ Build User Profiles as centroid of the items they liked

✓ Provide Users with Recommendations

✓ Compare the approaches

Musto, Cataldo, et al. "Learning Word Embeddings from Wikipedia for Content-Based Recommender

Systems." European Conference on Information Retrieval.  ECIR 2016.



Word2Vec

Results on DBbook and MovieLens data

Musto, Cataldo, et al. "Learning Word Embeddings from Wikipedia for Content-Based Recommender

Systems." European Conference on Information Retrieval.  ECIR 2016.



Word2Vec

Results on DBbook and MovieLens data

Musto, Cataldo, et al. "Learning Word Embeddings from Wikipedia for Content-Based Recommender

Systems." European Conference on Information Retrieval.  ECIR 2016.

Word Embedding techniques Baselines



Word2Vec

Results on DBbook and MovieLens data

Musto, Cataldo, et al. "Learning Word Embeddings from Wikipedia for Content-Based Recommender

Systems." European Conference on Information Retrieval.  ECIR 2016.



…Let’s put everything together



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Distributional 

semantic models

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Work on 

Vector Space Model
Work on 

Vector Space Model



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Distributional 

semantic models

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Work on 

Vector Space Model
Work on 

Vector Space Model

Can Exogenous and Endogenous approaches be combined?



c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9

concept1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept3 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept4 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Exogenous Approaches as Entity Linking and WSD 

work on the row of the matrix

…Let’s put everything together
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concept2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept3 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept4 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Exogenous Approaches as Entity Linking and WSD 

work on the row of the matrix

…Let’s put everything together

Endogenous Approaches as ESA or Word2Vec

work on the columns of the matrix



c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8 c9

concept1 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept2 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept3 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

concept4 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Exogenous Approaches as Entity Linking and WSD 

work on the row of the matrix

…Let’s put everything together

Endogenous Approaches as ESA or Word2Vec

work on the columns of the matrix

Both approaches can be combined to obtain richer

and more precise semantic representations

(e.g. Word2Vec over textual description processed with WSD)



Recent Developments of 

Content-Based RecSys
Exogenous techniques: 

RecSys based on Linked Open Data

Cataldo Musto

Department of Computer Science

University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy



Semantic representations

Explicit (Exogenous)

Semantics

Implicit (Endogenous)

Semantics

Ontologies Linked 

Open Data

…….

Introduce semantics by 

mapping the features 

describing the item with 

semantic concepts

Introduce semantics 

by linking the 

item to a 

knowledge graph



Semantic Web

“The Semantic Web provides a common 

framework that allows data to be shared 

and reused across application enterprise, 

and community boundaries” [*]

[*] Berners-Lee, Tim; James Hendler; Ora Lassila

"The Semantic Web". Scientific American Magazine, 2001



Semantic Web

“The Semantic Web provides a common 

framework that allows data to be shared 

and reused across application enterprise, 

and community boundaries” [*]

[*] Berners-Lee, Tim; James Hendler; Ora Lassila

"The Semantic Web". Scientific American Magazine, 2001

(Do we succed?)



From Semantic Web to Linked Open Data

“The Semantic Web provides a common 

framework that allows data to be shared 

and reused across application enterprise, 

and community boundaries” [*]

[*] Berners-Lee, Tim; James Hendler; Ora Lassila

"The Semantic Web". Scientific American Magazine, 2001

Linked Open Data Project

Goal: to make structured and 

interconnected the whole

DATA available on the Web 

[^]. 



Linked Open Data

What is it?



Linked Open Data

What is it?

Linked Open Data is a 

methodology

to publish, share and link 

structured data on the 

Web



Linked Open Data - Cornerstones

1. Use of RDF to model the information and 

make data publicly available
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1. Use of RDF to model the information and 

make data publicly available

subject object

predicate

(this is called RDF triple)

URI URI / Literal
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acted



Linked Open Data - Cornerstones

1. Use of RDF to model the information and 

make data publicly available

subject object

predicate

(this is called RDF triple)

URI URI / Literal

dbr:Keanu_Reeves 1964
birthYear



Linked Open Data - Cornerstones

1. Use of RDF to model the information and 

make data publicly available

dbr:Keanu_Reeves dbr:The_Matrix
acted

2. Re-Use existing resources and properties 

in order to make the data inter-connected

dbr:Keanu_Reeves dbr:The_Matrix
dbo:starring



Linked Open Data

We only use a small subset 

of the ‘Semantic web cake’

We use RDF to model 

our data and we use 

SPARQL

as query language 

to gather data 



Linked Open Data

Do we succeed?



Linked Open Data

This is the 

Linked Open Data cloud
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Linked Open Data

This is the 

Linked Open Data cloud

It is a (huge) set of 

interconnected semantic 

datasets

Each bubble is a dataset!

How many datasets do we have?

149 billions triples

and 9,960 datasets

(source: http://stats.lod2.eu)

http://stats.lod2.eu/


Linked Open Data

This is the 

Linked Open Data cloud

It is a (huge) set of 

interconnected semantic 

datasets

Each bubble is a dataset!

Datasets cover many domains



Linked Open Data

The core of the 

Linked Open Data cloud 

is DBpedia

(http://www.dbpedia.org) 

RDF mapping

of Wikipedia

http://www.dbpedia.org/


DBpedia

Wikipedia

Unstructured

Content



DBpedia

Wikipedia

Unstructured

Content

DBpedia

Structured

Data



DBpedia

All the information available in  Wikipedia

is modeled in RDF



Dbpedia – In a Nutshell

We have interesting

features coming

from Wikipedia (and 

other sources) and 

the advantage of

formal semantics

defined in RDF



Dbpedia – In a Nutshell

We have semantics

without the need of 

building and 

manually populating

an ontology

We have interesting

features coming

from Wikipedia (and 

other sources) and 

the advantage of

formal semantics

defined in RDF



…One step back



…One step back

SPARQL comes into play!



[…]
SELECT DISTINCT ?city ?name
WHERE { 

?city dct:subject dbc:Cities_in_Italy . 
?city rdfs:label ?name . 
?city dbo:populationTotal ?population . 
FILTER (?population > 100000) . 
FILTER (lang(?name) = 'en')

}

SPARQL

An example of SPARQL query



[…]
SELECT DISTINCT ?city ?name
WHERE { 

?city dct:subject dbc:Cities_in_Italy . 
?city rdfs:label ?name . 
?city dbo:populationTotal ?population . 
FILTER (?population > 100000) . 
FILTER (lang(?name) = 'en')

}

SPARQL

An example of SPARQL query

Returns

big cities

in Italy

(more 

than

100,000 

people)



[…]
SELECT DISTINCT ?city ?name
WHERE { 

?city dct:subject dbc:Cities_in_Italy . 
?city rdfs:label ?name . 
?city dbo:populationTotal ?population . 
FILTER (?population > 100000) . 
FILTER (lang(?name) = 'en')

}

SPARQL

How do we exploit SPARQL?

Returns

big cities

in Italy

(more 

than

100,000 

people)



[…]
SELECT DISTINCT ?city ?name
WHERE { 

?city dct:subject dbc:Cities_in_Italy . 
?city rdfs:label ?name . 
?city dbo:populationTotal ?population . 
FILTER (?population > 100000) . 
FILTER (lang(?name) = 'en')

}

SPARQL

Returns

big cities

in Italy

(more 

than

100,000 

people)

Key concept: mapping



SPARQL

SELECT DISTINCT ?uri, ?title
WHERE {

?uri rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Film.
?uri rdfs:label ?title.
FILTER langMatches(lang(?title), "EN") 

.
FILTER regex(?title, "matrix", "i")

}

We can run a SPARQL query

to find the corresponding URI 

for the resource



SPARQL

SELECT DISTINCT ?uri, ?title
WHERE {

?uri rdf:type dbpedia-owl:Film.
?uri rdfs:label ?title.
FILTER langMatches(lang(?title), "EN") 

.
FILTER regex(?title, "matrix", "i")

}

We want to link «logical» entities

occurring in our data with «physical» 

entities occurring in the LOD cloud

dbr:The_Matrix



LOD-aware data model

Once we have a mapping, 

properties can be extracted



LOD-aware RecSys

How can we use Linked Open Data

for Recommender Systems?



Motivations: Limited Content Analysis

In some scenarios, we don’t have enough features

to feed our recommendation models.

LOD cloud can be helpful



Motivations: Limited Content Analysis

Several very fine-grained

and interesting features can be 

easily injected by querying DBpedia



Motivations: Graph-based Data Model

Basic Graph-based Data Model

Only collaborative connections are modeled



Motivations: Graph-based Data Model

Extended Graph-based Data Model

Richer representation based on properties 

gathered from the LOD cloud

User-2

User-1



Motivations: Graph-based Data Model

Extended Graph-based Data Model

New and unexpected connections may lead to 

more surprising recommendations

User-2

User-1



LOD-aware RecSys

1. Approaches

based on Vector

Space Models

2. Approaches

based on Graph-

based Models

3. Approaches

based on Machine 

Learning 

techniques



LOD-based Recommender Systems

approaches based on VSM

LOD are typically used to cope with 

limited content analysis problem



LOD-based Recommender Systems

approaches based on VSM



LOD-based Recommender Systems

approaches based on VSM



LOD-based Recommender Systems

approaches based on VSM 



LOD-based Recommender Systems
Thanks to the LOD we can obtain a 

richer vector-space representation

similarity between items



LOD-based Recommender Systems
Thanks to the LOD we can obtain a 

richer vector-space representation

similarity between items

Can we think about more complex models?



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Vector Space Model for LOD

Tommaso Di Noia, Roberto Mirizzi, Vito Claudio Ostuni, Davide Romito, Markus Zanker. Linked Open Data to support Content-based

Recommender Systems. 8th International Conference on Semantic Systems (I-SEMANTICS) - 2012 (Best Paper Award)

In DBpedia each item is

modeled on the ground of 

several facets

Each facet is

modeled as a slice

of a tensor.

Each slice encodes the 

features describing that

particular facet.



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Vector Space Model for LOD

Tommaso Di Noia, Roberto Mirizzi, Vito Claudio Ostuni, Davide Romito, Markus Zanker. Linked Open Data to support Content-based

Recommender Systems. 8th International Conference on Semantic Systems (I-SEMANTICS) - 2012 (Best Paper Award)

In DBpedia each item is

modeled on the ground of 

several facets

Each facet is

modeled as a slice

of a tensor.

Each slice encodes the 

features describing that

particular facet.



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Vector Space Model for LOD

Tommaso Di Noia, Roberto Mirizzi, Vito Claudio Ostuni, Davide Romito, Markus Zanker. Linked Open Data to support Content-based

Recommender Systems. 8th International Conference on Semantic Systems (I-SEMANTICS) - 2012 (Best Paper Award)

Similarity

between items as

linear 

combination of 

the similarity

among Dbpedia 

facets (starring, 

directors, 

subject, etc.)



LOD-based Recommender Systems

VSM content-based recommender

ǁ𝑟 𝑢, 𝑥𝑗 =
σ𝑥𝑖∈𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒(𝑢)

𝑟 𝑢, 𝑥𝑖 ⋅
σ𝑝∈𝑃 𝛼𝑝 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑝(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗)

|𝑃|

|𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑒(𝑢)|

Predict the rating using a Nearest Neighbor Classifier wherein 

the similarity measure is a linear combination of local property 

similarities

Tommaso Di Noia, Roberto Mirizzi, Vito Claudio Ostuni, Davide Romito, Markus Zanker. Linked Open Data to support Content-based

Recommender Systems. 8th International Conference on Semantic Systems (I-SEMANTICS) - 2012 (Best Paper Award)



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Property subset evaluation

subject+broader

solution 

better than only 

subject or 

subject+more

broaders

too many broaders

introduce noise

best solution 

achieved 

with 

subject+broader+ge

nres

Tommaso Di Noia, Roberto Mirizzi, Vito Claudio Ostuni, Davide Romito, Markus Zanker. Linked Open Data to support Content-based

Recommender Systems. 8th International Conference on Semantic Systems (I-SEMANTICS) - 2012 (Best Paper Award)



LOD-aware RecSys

1. Approaches

based on Vector

Space Models

2. Approaches

based on Graph-

based Models

3. Approaches

based on Machine 

Learning 

techniques



i4
(bipartite graph)

users = nodes

items = nodes

preferences = edges

Very intuitive

representation!

u1

i1
u2 i2

u3 i3
u4

i4

Graph-based Data Model



i4
(bipartite graph)

users = nodes

items = nodes

preferences = edges

u1

i1
u2 i2

u3 i3
u4

i4

Graph-based Data Model

Basic graph-based data 

models only encode

collaborative data points

We can extend such data 

model by introducing

features gathered from the 

LOD cloud



i4 DBpedia

mapping

u1

i1
u2

u3 i3
u4

Semantic Graph-based Data Model



i4

u1

i1
u2

u3 i3
u4

dcterms:subject
Films about Rebellions

Quentin Tarantino

1999 films

http://dbpedia.org/resource/1999_films

dcterms:subject

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Films_About_Rebellions

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Quentin_Tarantino

Semantic Graph-based Data Model
(1-hop)

http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Wachowskis
http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Wachowskis


i
4

u1

i
1u2

u3 i
3u4

dcterms:subject Films about 

Rebellions

Quentin Tarantino

1999 films

http://dbpedia.org/resource/1999_films

dcterms:subject

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Films_About_

Rebellions

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Quentin_

Tarantino

American film 

directors

http://dbpedia.org/page/Category:Am

erican_film_directors

dbo:award Lynne Thigpen

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Lynne_Thigpen

…

Semantic Graph-based Data Model
(2-hop)

http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Wachowskis
http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Wachowskis


i
4

u1

i
1u2

u3 i
3u4

dcterms:subject Films about 

Rebellions

Quentin Tarantino

1999 films

http://dbpedia.org/resource/1999_films

dcterms:subject

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Films_About_

Rebellions

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Quentin_

Tarantino

American film 

directors

http://dbpedia.org/page/Category:Am

erican_film_directors

dbo:award Lynne Thigpen

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Lynne_Thigpen

…

Semantic Graph-based Data Model
(n-hop)

http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Wachowskis
http://dbpedia.org/resource/The_Wachowskis


Graph-based RecSys

Recommendations 

obtained by mining 

the graph

Cataldo Musto, Pierpaolo Basile, Pasquale Lops, Marco De Gemmis, Giovanni Semeraro. Introducing linked open data in graph-based 

recommender systems. Information Processing & Management. 53(2): 405-435 (2017)

How to get the recommendations?



Graph-based RecSys

Recommendations 

obtained by mining 

the graph

Identification of the 

most relevant (target) 

nodes, according to 

the recommendation

scenario 

Cataldo Musto, Pierpaolo Basile, Pasquale Lops, Marco De Gemmis, Giovanni Semeraro. Introducing linked open data in graph-based 

recommender systems. Information Processing & Management. 53(2): 405-435 (2017)

How to get the recommendations?



Graph-based RecSys

Recommendations 

obtained by mining 

the graph

Identification of the 

most relevant (target) 

nodes, according to 

the recommendation

scenario 

PageRank

Spreading Activation

Personalized PageRank

…

Cataldo Musto, Pierpaolo Basile, Pasquale Lops, Marco De Gemmis, Giovanni Semeraro. Introducing linked open data in graph-based 

recommender systems. Information Processing & Management. 53(2): 405-435 (2017)

How to get the recommendations?



Graph-based RecSys

Recent work [*]

Task: top-N 

recommendation

Expansion: 1-hop, all

the properties were

injected

Recommendation 

algorithm: PageRank

with Priors

Settings: Hot Start, 

Cold Start

Topologies: NoLOD , 

LOD

[*] C. Musto, P. Basile, P. Lops, M. de Gemmis, G. Semeraro: 

Introducing linked open data in graph-based recommender

systems. Inf. Process. Manage. 53(2): 405-435 (2017)



Graph-based RecSys

No-LOD =  Bipartite User-Item graph

LOD= Tripartite graph also including LOD properties for items 

55,02
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DBbook Last.fm

No LOD vs. LOD – Hot Start Scenario (F1@5)

No-LOD LOD



Graph-based RecSys

53,16

42,57
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45,56
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No LOD vs. LOD – Cold Start Scenario (F1@5)
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No-LOD =  Bipartite User-Item graph

LOD= Tripartite graph also including LOD properties for items 



Graph-based RecSys

53,16

42,57

52,94

45,56

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

DBbook Last.fm

No LOD vs. LOD – Cold Start Scenario (F1@5)

No-LOD LOD

No-LOD =  Bipartite User-Item graph

LOD= Tripartite graph also including LOD properties for items 



Graph-based RecSys

is it necessary to inject all the properties 
available in LOD cloud?
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Graph-based RecSys

is it necessary to inject all the properties 
available in LOD cloud?



Graph-based RecSys

what are the most

promising properties

to include?

manual selection
o domain-specific 

properties

o most frequent properties

o …

automatic selection

o more difficult to 

implement



Feature selection

selecting the most promising subset of 

LOD-based properties

PageRank

Principal Component Analysis

Chi-square

Information Gain

Information Gain Ratio

Mininum Redundancy Maximum Relevance

Cataldo Musto, Pierpaolo Basile, Pasquale Lops, Marco De Gemmis, Giovanni Semeraro. Introducing linked open data in graph-based 

recommender systems. Information Processing & Management. 53(2): 405-435 (2017)



Graph-based RecSys

MovieLens data / F1@10

baseline



Graph-based RecSys

DBbook data / F1@10

baseline



Graph-based RecSys

DBbook data / F1@10

baseline

The adoption of features selection techniques

can significantly improve
the predictive accuracy of our recommendation 

algorithm



Graph-based RecSys

Comparison to state of the art

MovieLens 100K dataset



LOD-aware RecSys

1. Approaches

based on Vector

Space Models

2. Approaches

based on Graph-

based Models

3. Approaches

based on 

Machine Learning         

techniques



Average Neighbor degree

Degree Centrality

Node redundancy

Clustering coefficient

Semantic Graph-based Data Model
(Recap)

new features describing the item can be 

inferred by mining the

structure of the tripartite graph



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Research Question: what is the impact of 

such features on the overall performance of 

the recommendation framework?

Cataldo Musto, Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, Marco de Gemmis. Semantics-aware Recommender Systems Exploiting Linked Open 

Data and Graph-based Features. Knowledge-Based Systems (accepted for publication), 2017. 



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Research Question: what is the impact of 

such features on the overall performance of 

the recommendation framework?

Insight: to build a hybrid classification 

framework exploiting LOD-based and 

graph-based features

Cataldo Musto, Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, Marco de Gemmis. Semantics-aware Recommender Systems Exploiting Linked Open 

Data and Graph-based Features. Knowledge-Based Systems (accepted for publication), 2017. 



LOD-based Recommender Systems

We first model basic features

Methodology

Cataldo Musto, Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, Marco de Gemmis. Semantics-aware Recommender Systems Exploiting Linked Open 

Data and Graph-based Features. Knowledge-Based Systems (accepted for publication), 2017. 



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Then we introduce extended features

based on the Linked Open Data cloud

Methodology

Cataldo Musto, Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, Marco de Gemmis. Semantics-aware Recommender Systems Exploiting Linked Open 

Data and Graph-based Features. Knowledge-Based Systems (accepted for publication), 2017. 



LOD-based Recommender Systems

We used them to feed a 

hybrid classification framework

Methodology

Cataldo Musto, Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, Marco de Gemmis. Semantics-aware Recommender Systems Exploiting Linked Open 

Data and Graph-based Features. Knowledge-Based Systems (accepted for publication), 2017. 



LOD-based Recommender Systems
Results

Cataldo Musto, Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, Marco de Gemmis. Semantics-aware Recommender Systems Exploiting Linked Open 

Data and Graph-based Features. Knowledge-Based Systems (accepted for publication), 2017. 



LOD-based Recommender Systems

Cataldo Musto, Pasquale Lops, Giovanni Semeraro, Marco de Gemmis. Semantics-aware Recommender Systems Exploiting Linked Open 

Data and Graph-based Features. Knowledge-Based Systems (accepted for publication), 2017. 

Results



Recap #5
encoding exogenous semantics
through Knowledge Graphs

2. They can easily let overcome

the limited content analysis

problem

3. They can enrich graph-based

data model with interesting data 

points

4. They can feed machine learning

models with new and relevant

features

5. They improve the accuracy of 

recommender systems

1. Linked Open Data represent a 

huge data silos, which is freely

available



Recent Developments of 
Content-Based RecSys

Applications: explanations, obviousness of 
recommendations

Marco de Gemmis
Department of Computer Science
University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy



Agenda

Why?

How?

What?

Why do we need intelligent information access?
Why do we need content?
Why do we need semantics?

How to introduce semantics?
Basics of Natural Language Processing
Encoding exogenous semantics,i.e. explicit semantics
Encoding endogenous semantics, i.e. implicit semantics

Explanation of Recommendations
Serendipity in Recommender Systems



Explanatory aims
Aim Description

Transparency Explain how the system works

Scrutability Allow users to tell the system it is wrong

Persuasiveness Convince users to try or buy

Trust Increase users’ confidence in the system

Effectiveness Help users make good decisions

Efficiency Help users make decisions faster

Satisfaction Increase the ease of use or enjoyment

N. Tintarev and J. Masthoff. Evaluating the effectiveness of explanations for recommender systems.
UMUAI, 22(4-5):399{439, 2012.

3



Some Examples

“You might like this item because it won the Oscar”
“It is a funny comedy”

“People who liked this movie also liked... ”

4



Explanation Strategies
 Preferences of similar users

 «customers who bought this item also bought...»

 Items similar to those in the user profile
 «I recommend Star Trek because you liked Star Wars»

 Attributes of interest
 «You will like Forrest Gump because Tom Hanks is in the cast»

5



A detailed explanation for a 
book recommendation

I suggest Crime and Punishment because 
you like books written by Fyodor Dostoevskij

such as The Brothers Karamazov. 
Furthermore, you often like 

Psychological Russian Novels such as
Anna Karenina and A hero of our time.

Recommendation

User Profile



A detailed explanation for a 
book recommendation

I suggest Crime and Punishment because 
you like books written by Fyodor Dostoevskij

such as The Brothers Karamazov. 
Furthermore, you often like 

Psychological Russian Novels such as
Anna Karenina and A hero of our time.

Recommendation

User Profile



A Hybrid Explanation Strategy
 Preferences of similar users

 «customers who bought this item also bought...»

 Items similar to those in the user profile

 Attributes of interest

Personalized explanation approach based on user
preferences on items and their properties 8

I suggest Crime and Punishment because 
you like books written by Fyodor Dostoevskij

such as The Brothers Karamazov.

I suggest Crime and Punishment because 
you like books written by Fyodor Dostoevskij

such as The Brothers Karamazov.



Explaining recommendations
based on the Linked Open Data cloud

LOD

• connecting the items the user liked to the 
recommendations through properties in the LOD 
cloud

• generation of natural language explanations 
based on “most informative” properties

9



LOD-aware Representation

Crime and 
Punishment

Existentialist
Novels

Psychological
Novels

The Russian 
Messenger

Narcisism in 
Fiction

19th century
Russian Novels

Prostitution in 
Literature

Novels set in 
Saint 

Petersburg

Fyodor 
Dostojevsky

dbp:Fyodor_Dostoyevsky

dbp:Category:Prostitution_in_literature

dbp:Category:Narcissism_in_fiction

dbp:Category:Existentialist_novels

dbp:Category:Psychological_novels

dbp:Category:Novels_set_in_Saint_Petersburg

dbp:The_Russian_Messenger

dbp:Category:19th-century_Russian_novels

dcterms:subject dcterms:publisher

dc
te

rm
s:

su
bj

ec
t

dc
te

rm
s:

su
bj

ec
t

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment

10



ExpLOD: Framework

Cataldo Musto, Fedelucio Narducci, Pasquale Lops, Marco de Gemmis, Giovanni Semeraro: ExpLOD: A Framework for 
Explaining Recommendations based on the Linked Open Data Cloud. RecSys 2016: 151-154 11



ExpLOD: Mapper

Mapper

Profile Recommendations

dbp:Crime_and_Pu
nishment

dbp:Anna_karenina

Profile Recommendation

12



ExpLOD: Builder

Philosophical
Fiction

Psychological
Russian 
Novel

Narcisism In 
Fiction

Fyodor 
Dostoevskij

dbp:The_Brothers_Karamazov
dbp:Fyodor_Dostoyevsky

dbp:Category:Philosophical_fiction

dbp:Category:Psycological_novel

dbp:Category:Narcissism_in_fiction

dbp:Anna_karenina

dbp:A_hero_of_our_time

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment

13



Scoring properties in ExpLOD

items in the 
user profile

items in the 
recommendation listproperty

number of edges
connecting the propertyc

with the items in 
the user profile

number of edges
connecting the propertyc

with the items in 
the recommendation set

ExpLOD: Ranker

higher score to uncommon properties highly connected to 
the items in both the user profile and the recommendation list 14



ExpLOD: Ranker

Philosophical
Fiction

Score: 3.534

Psychological
Russian 
Novel

Score: 3.231

Narcisism In 
Fiction

Score: 3.132

Fyodor 
Dostoevskij:
Score: 4.875

dbp:The_Brothers_Karamazov
dbp:Fyodor_Dostoyevsky

dbp:Category:Philosophical_fiction

dbp:Category:Psycological_novel

dbp:Category:Narcissism_in_fiction

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment
dbp:Anna_karenina

15
dbp:A_hero_of_our_time



ExpLOD: Ranker

Philosophical
Fiction

Score: 3.534

Psychological
Russian 
Novel

Score: 3.231

Narcisism In 
Fiction

Score: 3.132

Fyodor 
Dostoevskij:
Score: 4.875

dbp:The_Brothers_Karamazov
dbp:Fyodor_Dostoyevsky

dbp:Category:Philosophical_fiction

dbp:Category:Psycological_novel

dbp:Category:Narcissism_in_fiction

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment

Returns the top-3 properties

dbp:Anna_karenina

16
dbp:A_hero_of_our_time



ExpLOD: Generator
Input:
 User Profile
 Recommended Items
 Top-k properties

Pholosophi
cal Novels

Score: 
3,544

Russian 
Novels
Score: 
6,363

Russian 
Writers
Score: 
8,599

Output:
 Natural Language 

Explanation

+

17



ExpLOD: Generator

I suggest Crime and Punishment…

dbp:The_Brothers_Karamazov

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment
dbp:Anna_karenina

18
dbp:A_hero_of_our_time



ExpLOD: Generator

I suggest Crime and Punishment because you like books 
written by Fyodor Dostoevskij such as The Brothers Karamazov. 

Fyodor 
Dostoevskij:
Score: 4.875

Top-1 property

dbp:The_Brothers_Karamazov

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment
dbp:Anna_karenina

dbp:Fyodor_Dostoyevsky

19
dbp:A_hero_of_our_time



I suggest Crime and Punishment because you like books 
written by Fyodor Dostoevskij such as The Brothers Karamazov. 

Furthermore, you like Philosophical Fiction, such as Anna Karenina.

ExpLOD: Generator

Fyodor 
Dostoevskij:
Score: 4.875

Philosophical
Fiction

Score: 3.534

Top-2 properties

dbp:The_Brothers_Karamazov

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment
dbp:Anna_karenina

dbp:Fyodor_Dostoyevsky

dbp:Category:Philosophical_fiction

20
dbp:A_hero_of_our_time



I suggest Crime and Punishment because you like books 
written by Fyodor Dostoevskij such as The Brothers Karamazov. 

Furthermore, you like Philosophical Fiction, such as Anna Karenina.
Finally, you often like Psychological Russian Novel, 

such as Anna Karenina and A hero of our time.

ExpLOD: Generator

Fyodor 
Dostoevskij:
Score: 4.875

Philosophical
Fiction

Score: 3.534

Top-3 Properties

dbp:The_Brothers_Karamazov

dbp:Crime_and_Punishment

Psycological
Russian 
Novel

Score: 3.231

dbp:Anna_karenina

dbp:Fyodor_Dostoyevsky

dbp:Category:Philosophical_fiction

dbp:Category:Psycological_novel

21
dbp:A_hero_of_our_time



Experimental Evaluation
user study

 movie domain, 308 users involved
 protocol: 

– Web Application  Building User Profiles
Recommendations + Explanations Questionnaire + Ex-
post Evaluation

 explanation aims
– Transparency, Engagement, Persuasion, Trust, 

Effectiveness
three configurations compared

 popularity-based explanation (baseline)
 non-personalized explanation based on LOD
 EXPLOD



Experimental Evaluation:
A User Study

 Gathering movie preferences
 308 users rated 20 movies randomly chosen from the most 

popular movies in IMDB

23



Experimental Evaluation:
A User Study

 Recommendation and evaluation of explanations
 1 recommendation per user computed by Personalized 

PageRank + explanation
 the user read the explanation and provided a 5-star rating on 

5 statements to evaluate transparency, persuasion, 
engagement, trust, effectiveness

T. H. Haveliwala. Topic-Sensitive PageRank: A Context-Sensitive Ranking Algorithm for Web 
Search. IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data Eng., 15(4):784-796, 2003. 24



T. H. Haveliwala. Topic-Sensitive PageRank: A Context-Sensitive Ranking Algorithm for Web 
Search. IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data Eng., 15(4):784-796, 2003.

Experimental Evaluation:
A User Study

 Recommendation and evaluation of explanations
 1 recommendation per user computed by Personalized 

PageRank + explanation
 the user read the explanation and provided a 5-star rating on 

5 statements to evaluate transparency, persuasion, 
engagement, trust, effectiveness

25



Experimental Evaluation:
A User Study

26

T. H. Haveliwala. Topic-Sensitive PageRank: A Context-Sensitive Ranking Algorithm for Web 
Search. IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data Eng., 15(4):784{796, 2003.

effectiveness

transparency

persuasiveness

engagement

trust



Experimental Evaluation:
A User Study

 Ex-post evaluation
 the user watched the trailer of the recommended movie and 

provided again a 5-star rating  

27



Experimental Evaluation:
A User Study

 Three explanation strategies compared
 ExpLOD
 popularity-based explanation (baseline)  “We suggest this 

item since it is very popular among people who like the 
same movies as you”

 non-personalized explanation based on LOD movie 
properties extracted from Dbpedia (without any 
filtering or ranking of properties)

28



Experimental Evaluation:
A User Study

 Gathering movie preferences
 308 users rated 20 movies randomly chosen from the most 

popular movies in IMDB
 1 recommendation per user computed by Personalized 

PageRank + explanation
 Evaluation of Explanations

 the user read the explanation and provided a 5-star rating on 
5 statements to evaluate transparency, persuasion, 
engagement, trust, effectiveness

 Ex-post evaluation: the user watched the trailer of the 
recommended movie and provided again a 5-star rating  

T. H. Haveliwala. Topic-Sensitive PageRank: A Context-Sensitive Ranking Algorithm for Web 
Search. IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data Eng., 15(4):784{796, 2003. 29



Results
Aim Statement

Transparency I understood why this movie was 
recommended to me

Persuasiveness The explanation made the
recommendation more convincing

Engagement The explanation helped me discover new 
information about this movie

Trust The explanation increased my
trust in the recommender system

Effectiveness I like this recommendation

EXPLOD compared to: 

 popularity-based explanation  “We suggest this item since it is very 
popular among people who like the same movies as you”

 non-personalized explanation style  movie properties extracted from 
DBpedia

C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, M. de Gemmis, G. Semeraro: ExpLOD: a framework for Explaining 
Recommendations based on the Linked Open Data cloud. Proc. ACM RecSys 2016. 30



Explanations - Results

ExpLOD non-personalized baseline (pop)
transparency 4.18 3.04 3.01
persuasion 3.41 2.84 2.59

engagement 3.48 3.28 2.31
trust 3.39 2.81 2.67

effectiveness 0.72 0.66 0.93



Results – Main findings

significant improvement in 4 out of 5 metrics

non-significant gaps in terms of effectiveness

ExpLOD non-personalized baseline (pop)
Transparency* 4.18 3.04 3.01

Persuasion* 3.41 2.84 2.59
Engagement* 3.48 3.28 2.31

Trust* 3.39 2.81 2.67
Effectiveness** 0.72 0.66 0.93

C. Musto, F. Narducci, P. Lops, M. de Gemmis, G. Semeraro: ExpLOD: a framework for Explaining 
Recommendations based on the Linked Open Data cloud. In Proc. of the 10th ACM Conference on 
Recommender Systems (RecSys '16). ACM, New York, NY, USA, 151-154. 

* average score collected through the user questionnaires
** difference between the pre- and post-trailer ratings



Explanations - Results
Aim Question

transparency I understood why this movie was
recommended to me

topic
director

distributor
composer

persuasion The explanation made the 
recommendation more convincing

awards
director

location
producer

engagement The explanation helped me 
discover new information

writer
director

producer
distributor

trust The explanation increased my
trust in the recommender system

awards
composer

producer
topic

effectiveness I like this recommendation director
writer

location
composer



Agenda

Why?

How?

What?

Why do we need intelligent information access?
Why do we need content?
Why do we need semantics?

How to introduce semantics?
Basics of Natural Language Processing
Encoding exogenous semantics,i.e. explicit semantics
Encoding endogenous semantics, i.e. implicit semantics

Explanation of Recommendations
Serendipity in Recommender Systems



 The tendency to surround ourselves by like-minded people [E. Zuckerman 
2008]

 The filter bubble [Pariser 2011]
 the user is provided with items within her existing range of interests
 cultural impoverishment: “it’s possible to miss huge trends, changes

and opportunities by talking solely to people who agree with you”

Obviousness of 
Recommendations: Homophily

[E. Zuckerman 2008] E. Zuckerman. Homophily, serendipity, xenophilia. April 25, 2008. 
www.ethanzuckerman.com/blog/2008/04/25/homophily-serendipity-xenophilia/]

[Pariser 2011] E. Pariser. The Filter Bubble: What the Internet Is Hiding from You. Penguin 
Group, May 2011

You are 
here!

35



Homophily in the digital world
 In the physical world, one of the strongest sources of homophily is 

locality,  due to geographic proximity, family ties, and organizational 
factors (school, work, etc.)

 In the digital world, physical locality is less important. Other factors, such 
as common interests, might play a central role

2 main questions
1. Are two users more likely to be friends if they share common 

interests? 
2. Are two users more likely to share common interests if they are 

friends? 

36

[Lauw et al. 2010] Lauw, H.W., Schafer, J.C., Agrawal, R., & A. Ntoulas. Homophily in the Digital World: A

LiveJournal Case Study. IEEE Internet Computing 14(2):15-23, March-April 2010.

The answer to both questions is 
YES [Lauw et al. 2010]



The homophily trap
 Does homophily hurt RecSys?

 try to tell Amazon that you liked “Star Trek”…

37



The Homophily Trap: User-User

Recommendations by similar customers

38



Serendipitous 
recommendations

 “Suggestions which help the user to find surprisingly interesting items
she might not have discovered by herself” [Herlocker et al. 2004]
 Both attractive and unexpected

 “The experience of receiving an unexpected and fortuitous item 
recommendation” [McNee et al. 2006]

 Surprise or unexpectedness defined with respect to a benchmark model 
that generates expected recommendations [Ge10]

[Herlocker et al. 2004] Herlocker, L., Konstan, J.A., Terveen, L.G., Riedl, J.T.: Evaluating Collaborative Filtering Recommender Systems. ACM
Transactions on Information Systems 22(1): 5–53, 2004.

[McNee et al. 2006] S.M. McNee, J. Riedl, and J. A. Konstan. Being accurate is not enough: How accuracy metrics have hurt recommender
systems. In CHI ’06 Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing Systems, CHI EA ’06, 1097–1101, ACM, New York, NY, USA, 2006.

[Ge10] Ge, M., Delgado-Battenfeld, C., Jannach, D.: Beyond accuracy: evaluating recommender systems by coverage and
serendipity. Proc. of the ACM Conference on Recommender Systems, pp. 257–260. ACM (2010)

39
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Operationally induced 
serendipity

 How to introduce serendipity in the 
recommendation process?

 Semantic matching is not a solution
 Semantic profiles might provide more 

accurate recommendations than 
keyword-based profiles but they could 
be obvious too

40
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Serendipity in Information 
Seeking

 Information seeking metaphor investigated in literature (Toms 
2000, André et al 2009, Bordino et al. 2013)

 Toms suggests 4 strategies
 Blind luck or “role of chance” random
 Pasteur Principle or “chance favors only the prepared mind”

flashes of insight don’t just happen, but they are the products of a 
“prepared mind”

 Anomalies and exceptions or “searching for dissimilarities”
identification of items dissimilar to those the user liked in the past

 Reasoning by analogy  abstraction mechanism allowing the 
system to discover the applicability of an existing schema to a new 
situation

(Toms 2000) E. Toms. Serendipitous Information Retrieval. Proc.1st DELOS NoE Workshop on Information Seeking, Searching and Querying 
in Digital Libraries, Zurich, Switzerland: ERCIM, 2000. 
(André 2009) P. André, J. Teevan, S.T. Dumais. From x-rays to silly putty via Uranus: serendipity and its role in web search. Proc. ACM CHI 
2009, ACM, New York, NY, USA, 2009, 
(Bordino et al. 2013) I. Bordino, Y. Mejova, M. Lalmas, Penguins in sweaters, or serendipitous entity search on user-generated content. 
Proc.22nd ACM CIKM 2013, ACM, New York, NY, USA, 2013, pp. 109–118.

41
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Operationally induced 
serendipity

 How to introduce serendipity in the 
recommendation process?

 Build a “prepared mind”!

 Need some background knowledge  deep 
understanding of item descriptions

 Need some reasoning capabilities 
discovering non-obvious associations 
among items

Deep Content 
Analytics

Semantics + 
Reasoning

42
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Knowledge Infusion: NLP+AI 
 NLP techniques process the unstructured information stored in 

several (open) knowledge sources
 The memory of the system

 Spreading Activation [And83] as the reasoning mechanism
 The brain of the system

Cultural and Linguistic 
Background Knowledge

[And83] J. R. Anderson. A Spreading Activation Theory of Memory. Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal 
Behavior, 22:261–295, 1983. 43



The Memory: Encoding 
Knowledge Sources as a CU 

Repository

[And83] J. R. Anderson. A Spreading Activation Theory of Memory. Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 
22:261–295, 1983.

 Information in long term memory of human beings 
encoded as Cognitive Units – ACT theory [And83] 

 Cognitive Unit (CU) = textual description of a concept
 HEAD = words identifying the concept represented by the CU

 BODY = words describing the concept

 [HEAD | BODY]

44
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Encoding a Knowledge Source 
as Cognitive Unit Repository

HEAD

BODY

AI         intelligence       computer
engineering        machine         mind

… … … … 

1.22                 1.10            0.99
0.65           0.55          0.49

Artificial 0.77  
Intelligence 1.22

45
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From Wikipedia articles to CU

NLP

Articles Cognitive 
Units

46



CU repositories can be queried

47

Cognitive 
Units

Query: Machine Intelligence

[artificial 0.77
intelligence 1.22
|
AI 1.22
intelligence 1.10
computer 0.99
engineering 0.65
machine 0.55
mind 0.49

. . .

. . .    

Relevant
CUs

0.85

0.52

0.46

relevance 
score

47



KI@Work
CLUE#1

Knowledge
Source #1

Knowledge
Source #2

Knowledge
Source #3

. . . 
Knowledge
Source #n

CLUE#2

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE

CLUE#3 CLUE… CLUE#n

SPREADING
ACTIVATION 
NETWORK

KEYWORD1

KEYWORD2
… NEW KEYWORDS 

ASSOCIATED 
WITH CLUES

48

G. Semeraro, M. de Gemmis, P. Lops, P. Basile. An Artificial Player for a Language Game. IEEE Intelligent
Systems 27(5): 36-43, 2012.

P. Basile, M. de Gemmis, P. Lops, G. Semeraro. Solving a Complex Language Game by using Knowledge-based
Word Associations Discovery. IEEE Transactions on Computational Intelligence and AI in Games, 2016 DOI:
10.1109/TCIAIG.2014.2355859.

48



KI@work on Movies

sci-fi

conflicts/ 
fights 49



The Spreading Activation Net

50



KI as a novel method for computing 
associations between items

51
BM25 retrieval

score

clues

51



KI as a Serendipity Engine: 
Item-to-Item similarity matrix  Item-to-

Item correlation matrix

52

wij computed in different ways
 #users co-rated items Ii and Ij
 cosine similarity between 

descriptions of items Ii and Ij
 KI Correlation index

Recommendation list 
computed by               
Random Walk with 
Restart (Lovasz 1996)     
working on KI matrix 
(RWR-KI)

(Lovasz 1996) L. Lovasz. Random Walks on Graphs: a Survey. Combinatronics 2:1–46, 1996.

wij

52



Experimental Evaluation

53

 Validation of the hypothesis that recommendations
produced by RWR-KI are serendipitous (relevant/attractive
& unexpected/surprising)

 Difficulty of assessing unexpectedness
 In-vitro experiments: unexpectedness measured as

deviation from a standard prediction criterion such as
popularity [Murakami et al. 2008]

 User studies: how to measure the pleasant surprise that
serendipity should convey?

 User study
 Emotions observed in facial expressions are used as implicit

feedback for serendipity  Analysis performed using Noldus
FaceReader™

[Murakami et al. 2008] T. Murakami, K. Mori, R. Orihara, Metrics for Evaluating the Serendipity of Recommendation
Lists, in K. Satoh, A. Inokuchi, K. Nagao, T. Kawamura (Eds.), New Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence, Lecture Notes in
Computer Science 4914, pp. 40–46, Springer, 2008.



Noldus FaceReader™

54

 Recognize basic emotions: 6 categories of emotions,
proposed by Ekman (1999)

 happiness

 anger

 sadness

(Ekman 1999) P. Ekman, Basic Emotions, in T. Dalgleish, M.J. Power (Eds.), Handbook of Cognition and Emotion,
45–60, John Wiley & Sons, 1999.

 fear

 disgust

 surprise



Dataset

 Experimental units: 40 master students (engineering,
architecture, economy, computer science and
humanities)

 26 male (65%), 14 female (35%)

 Age distribution: from 20 to 35

 Dataset
 2,135 movies released between 2006 and 2011

 Movie content – title, poster, plot keywords, cast, director,
summary – crawled from the Internet Movie Database (IMDb)

 Vocabulary of 32,583 plot keywords

 Average: 12.33 keywords/item

55



Experimental Design (I)
 Between-subjects controlled experiment

 20 users randomly assigned to test RWR-KI

 20 users randomly assigned to test RANDOM (control
group), a baseline inspired by the blind luck principle
which produces random suggestions

 Procedure

 Users interact with a web application
– shows details of movies

– 20 ratings collected (used only by RWR-KI)

– displays 5 recommendations (movie poster & title)
per user

 Recommended items displayed 1 at a time

56



Experimental Design (II)
 Procedure

 2 binary questions to assess user acceptance
– “Have you ever heard about this movie?”  unexpectedness
– “Do you like this movie?”  relevance
– (NO,YES) answers  serendipitous recommendation

 Video started when a movie is recommended to the user
and stopped when the answers to the 2 questions were
provided

 5 videos per user 200 videos recorded to assess user
emotional response when exposed to recommendations

57



Metrics

58

Relevance@N = #relevant_items/N

Unexpectedness@N = #unexpected_items/N

Serendipity@N = #serendipitous_items/N
= #(relevant_items unexpected_items)/N

N = size of the recommendation list = 5

“Do you like this movie?”  YES!

“Have you ever heard about this movie?” NO!

58



Results: Questionnaire 
Analysis

 Serendipity: RWR-KI outperforms RANDOM

 Statistically significant differences (Mann-Whitney U test,
p<0.05)

 ~ Half of the recommendations are deemed
serendipitous!

 RWR-KI: a better Relevance-Unexpectedness trade-off

 RANDOM: more unbalanced towards Unexpectedness
59



Results: Analysis of User 
Emotions 

60

 Hypothesis: users’ facial expressions convey a mixture of
emotions that helps to measure the perception of
serendipity of recommendations

 Serendipity associated to surprise and happiness

 200 videos (40 users x 5 recommendations)

 41 videos filtered out (< 5 seconds) 

  159 videos, FaceReader™ computed the distribution of 
detected emotions + duration (emotions lasting < 1 sec. 
filtered out)

Algorithm Serend. Recomm. Non-Serend. Recomm.
RWR-KI 39 39

RANDOM 30 51



Results: analysis of user emotions 
associated to serendipitous suggestions

61

 Evidence of Happiness and Surprise for both algorithms

 RWR-KI > RANDOM (in line with the questionnaire results)

 High values of negative emotions (sadness and anger) ?????

Algorithm Serend. Recomm. Non-Serend. Recomm.
RWR-KI 39 39

RANDOM 30 51



Results: analysis of user emotions associated 
to non-serendipitous suggestions

 General decrease of surprise and happiness

 High values of negative emotions (sadness and anger), also in this 
case  due to the fact that users assumed troubled expressions since 
they were very concentrated on the task 

Algorithm Serend. Recomm. Non-Serend. Recomm.
RWR-KI 39 39

RANDOM 30 51
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Main findings

 Positive emotions: Happyness, Surprise
 marked difference between RWR-KI and RANDOM
 marked difference between serendipitous and non-

serendipitous recommendations
 Moderate agreement between explicit feedback 

(questionnaires) & implicit feedback (facial 
expressions/emotions)
 Cohen’s kappa coefficient

 Emotions can help to assess the actual perception of
serendipity

63

M. de Gemmis, P. Lops, G. Semeraro, C. Musto. An Investigation on the Serendipity Problem in Recommender
Systems. Information Processing and Management, 2015 DOI: 10.1016/j.ipm.2015.06.008
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